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Graphic Novels
2017-2018
A 0.5 elective credit. In Graphic Novels, students will read literary works that have been constructed or
adapted in a graphic novel format, enabling deeper analysis of the text involved. This course will be a
collaborative learning community in which the students will explore the graphic novel medium as a mode of
communicating stories, using the various texts as a way to enhance, practice, and master traditional and
new literacies. Graphic novels are a rich and varied form of literature and students will analyze the structure,
research the history and growth of the popular culture phenomenon of graphic novels, and look closely at
the effects created in sequential art narrative.

http://secondaryliteracy.dmschools.org/
http://grading.dmschools.org

Version: Beta
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Standards-Referenced Grading Basics
The teacher designs instructional activities that grow and measure a student’s skills in the elements
identified on our topic scales. Each scale features many such skills and knowledges, also called
learning targets. These are noted on the scale below with letters (A, B, C) and occur at Levels 2
and 3 of the scale. In the grade book, a specific learning activity could be marked as being 3A, meaning
that the task measured the A item at Level 3.
When identifying a Topic Score, the teacher looks
at all evidence for the topic. The table to the right
shows which Topic Score is entered based on what
the Body of Evidence shows.
Only scores of 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1, and 0 can be
entered as Topic Scores.
Some scales, particularly Writing and
Speaking & Listening Topics, use an
arrow for bullets instead of letters. While
letters indicate Learning Targets,
arrows indicate Success Criteria – think
of them as the descriptors of what a
student’s total product or performance
must show to score a 3 on that scale.

Multiple Opportunities
It’s not about going back to do a retake, or back to redo something; it’s about going forward, continually
scaffolding student learning through multiple opportunities, and noting that improved learning. Our
curriculum builds on itself. “Multiple opportunities” are about taking an assessment and connecting it
to past topics. They’re about allowing students to demonstrate their learning multiple times in units
after their current unit or when learning is scaffolded into future units.
Multiple Opportunities suggestions will be noted in the guide to the right of the scales. Here you will
see initial thinking of connections to other topics. This is also a place where teachers can add
connections developed through their PLCs.
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Evidence shows the student can...

Topic
Score

Demonstrate all learning targets from Level 3
and Level 4
Demonstrate all learning targets from Level 3
with partial success at Level 4
Demonstrate all learning targets from Level 3

4.0

Demonstrate some of the Level 3 learning
targets
Demonstrate all learning targets from Level 2
but none of the learning targets from Level 3
Demonstrate some of the Level 2 learning
targets and none of the Level 3 learning targets
Demonstrate none of the learning targets from
Level 2 or Level 3
Produce no evidence appropriate to the
learning targets at any level

2.5

3.5
3.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
0

Guiding Practices of StandardsReferenced Grading
1. A consistent 4-point grading scale will be used.
2. Student achievement and behavior will be
reported separately.
3. Scores will be based on a body of evidence.
4. Achievement will be organized by learning
topic and converted to a grade at semester’s end.
5. Students will have multiple opportunities to
demonstrate proficiency.
6. Accommodations and modifications will be
provided for exceptional learners.
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Course Map
Grading Topic

Content Standards

Writing Literary Analyses

•
•

Writing 1
Writing 9

Analyzing Characters

•
•

Reading Literature 3
Reading Literature 6

Analyzing Text Structure

•
•
•
•

Reading Literature 5
Reading Informational Text 5
Reading Literature 7
Reading Informational Text 7

Analyzing Themes

•
•

Reading Literature 2
Reading Informational Text 2

Credit Policy
Testing Information

NONE

Textbooks
No adopted text at this time
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This course, as an
elective, does not
count towards the
4.0 required English
credits for
graduation.
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Extended Topics
Organizing Principles
The skills developed and demonstrated through this course persist throughout the course instead of being limited to a
specific unit. These topics can be clustered and broken down into units by individual instructors, but the general course
design is left open so that different approaches can easily be taken by teachers based on students, texts, and context.

SemesterLong

Text Selections
Pending

Standard
Support

Additional
Resources
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Grading Topic:

Standard Language: CCSS ELA W.9-10.1

Writing Literary Analyses

4
3
Learning
Goal

2
1

Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and
relevant and sufficient evidence.

In addition to meeting the Learning Goal, the student
demonstrates a command of voice and style that rises above
formulaic writing.

Standard Language: CCSS ELA W.9-10.9

Students demonstrate they have the ability to write multi-page
literary analyses of substantive topics in texts, using valid
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence:
Ø Draw evidence from literature to support analysis and reflection
Ø Introduce precise claims about literature
Ø Address a variety of literary devices (allegory, imagery, motif,
symbol, tone, etc.) in analysis of literature
Ø Develop claims fully, supplying evidence for each point while
pointing out the strengths and limitations of both
Ø Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the
relationships among claims, evidence, and explanations
Ø Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while
attending to the norms and conventions of a literary analysis
Ø Provide a conclusion that follows from and reflects upon the
analysis presented
Students demonstrate they have the ability to:
A. Construct a thesis
B. Establish a claim and provide relevant evidence for the claim
C. Write analyses using a template or graphic organizer

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.

Click link at right for additional details on these standards.

Teacher Clarifications
Have a request for clarification? Submit it to
jeremiah.schwennen@dmschools.org

Student’s performance reflects insufficient progress towards foundational skills and
knowledge.

Academic Vocabulary

Multiple Opportunities

Thesis, Claim, Analysis, Evidence, Cohesion

Have a suggestion for multiple opportunities? Submit it to
jeremiah.schwennen@dmschools.org
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4
3
Learning
Goal

2
1

Grading Topic:

Standard Language: CCSS ELA RL.9-10.3

Analyzing Characters

Analyze how complex characters (e.g., those with
multiple or conflicting motivations) develop over the
course of a text, interact with other characters, and
advance the plot or develop the theme.

In addition to meeting the Learning Goal, students demonstrate
in-depth inferences and applications:
• Possible Target: Investigation
Students demonstrate they have the ability to:
A. Analyze how complex characters (for example, those with multiple
or conflicting motivations) develop over the course of a text and
cite textual evidence to support this analysis
B. Analyze how complex characters interact with other characters in
a text and cite textual evidence to support this analysis
C. Analyze how complex characters advance the plot or develop the
theme of a text and cite textual evidence to support this analysis
D. Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience from
outside the United States reflected in a work of literature, drawing
on a wide reading of world literature
Students demonstrate they have the ability to:
A. Describe how a particular point of view or cultural experience is
reflected in a work of literature
B. Describe the characters in a text

Standard Language: CCSS ELA RL.9-10.6
Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience
reflected in a work of literature from outside the United
States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature.

Teacher Clarifications
Have a request for clarification? Submit it to
jeremiah.schwennen@dmschools.org

Student’s performance reflects insufficient progress towards foundational skills and
knowledge.

Academic Vocabulary

Multiple Opportunities

Cite, Analyze, Cultural Experience, Point of View, Develop,
Interact, Motivation

Have a suggestion for multiple opportunities? Submit it to
jeremiah.schwennen@dmschools.org
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Grading Topic:

Standard Language: CCSS ELA RL.9-10.5
Standard Language: CCSS ELA RL.9-10.7
Standard Language: CCSS ELA RI.9-10.5
Standard Language: CCSS ELA RI.9-10.7

Analyzing Text Structures

4
3
Learning
Goal

2
1

In addition to meeting the Learning Goal, students demonstrate
in-depth inferences and applications:
• Possible Target: Decision-Making
Students demonstrate they have the ability to:
A. Analyze an author’s choices concerning how to structure a text
and order events within it
B. Analyze how an author manipulates time to create such effects as
mystery, tension, or surprise
C. Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an author
uses in his or her exposition or argument in a text, including
whether the structure makes points clear, convincing, and engaging
D. Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in two
different artistic mediums, including what is emphasized or absent
in each treatment
Students demonstrate they have the ability to:
A. Describe how an author chooses to structure a text and order
events
B. Compare and contrast the representation of a subject or key
scene in two different mediums

Click link at right for additional details on these standards.

Teacher Clarifications
Have a request for clarification? Submit it to
jeremiah.schwennen@dmschools.org

Student’s performance reflects insufficient progress towards foundational skills and
knowledge.

Academic Vocabulary

Multiple Opportunities

Develop, Refine, Text Structure, Narrative Tension, Mediums,
Emphasized

Have a suggestion for multiple opportunities? Submit it to
jeremiah.schwennen@dmschools.org
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Standard Language: CCSS ELA RL.9-10.2

Grading Topic:

Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in
detail its development over the course of the text,
including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by
specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.

Analyzing Themes

4
3
Learning
Goal

2
1

In addition to meeting the Learning Goal, students demonstrate
in-depth inferences and applications:
• Possible Target: Investigation
Students demonstrate they have the ability to:
A. Analyze the development of a theme over the course of a text,
including how it emerges and is refined by specific details, and cite
textual evidence to support this analysis
B. Analyze the development of a central idea over the course of a
text, including how it emerges and is shaped or refined by specific
details
Students demonstrate they have the ability to:
A. Determine a theme of a text
B. Describe what a text says explicitly and draw logical inferences
C. Determine a central idea in a text
D. Summarize a text objectively

Standard Language: CCSS ELA RI.9-10.2

Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its
development over the course of the text, including how it
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details;
provide an objective summary of the text.

Teacher Clarifications

Student’s performance reflects insufficient progress towards foundational skills and
knowledge.

Have a request for clarification? Submit it to
jeremiah.schwennen@dmschools.org

Academic Vocabulary

Multiple Opportunities

Development, Theme, Central Idea, Emerges, Shaped,
Objectively

Have a suggestion for multiple opportunities? Submit it to
jeremiah.schwennen@dmschools.org
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